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 Subject: June
1.  Describe the route from the music shop to the garden.

Go to: lesson 178

2.  What are the missing words?

- Hello. Can I have your passport, please?

- Of course, here it is.

- Are you ch………………….. any bags?

- Yes, just this one.

- All r……………, put it on the sc…………………, please.

- Do you have anything to dec………………?

- No.

- OK, have a nice fl……………………

- Thank you.

Go to: lesson 177

3.  Finish the sentences.

1. An assertive person is one who .................................................

2. Assertive body language involves .................................................

3. When saying “no”, it is important to .................................................

Go to:  lesson 162
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4.  Mark the following car parts in the picture.

BONNET, BOOT, ROOF, HUBCAP, TYRE, WHEEL, CLUTCH, BRAKE

Go to: lesson 159

5.  Match the words with their antonyms.

A serenity 1 miserable

B gratitude 2 in despair

C delighted 3 agitation

D nurture 4 neglect

E ecstatic 5 ingratitude

A B C D E

Go to:  lesson 156

6.  Put the phrases in the appropriate categories.

blizzard, it’s freezing cold, it’s chilly, it’s boiling  hot, it’s snowing, there’s a heatwave,  
the weather is lovely, it’s frosty, it’s scorching, it’s stuffy

HOT COLD

Go to: lesson 167
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7.  Mark the sentences True (T) or False (F). 

A sympathetic person tries to understand what other people feel and shows empathy.

Another word for compassion is resentment.

Someone who listens to you when you are sad is called a lap to cry on.

When you feel sorry for someone, you are sad that something unpleasant has happened to them.

Go to: lesson 168

8.  Which animal is described in the following tongue twister?

How much wood could a ............................................... chuck

If a ............................................... could chuck wood?

As much wood as a ............................................... could chuck,

If a ............................................... could chuck wood.

Go to: lesson 165

9.  Choose the correct phrasal verb.

I didn’t want to ............................. this subject ............................., but it might actually be necessary if we want to clear the air and 
continue working together.

a) call ….up              b) bring …up          c) set…up         d) go…off

Go to: lesson 153

10.  What do you call:

a person who is kind, generous and forgiving, especially towards an enemy or competitor?

Go to: lesson 155


